
 

Cyber Ready Plan
Assess. Enable. Protect.

Cybersecurity solutions for small to medium enterprises. 
Because cybercrime impacts all businesses. 
White Tuque is your trusted partner in best practices for cyber defence with expertise in 
cyber-risk, vulnerabilities, protection, and technology resilience. We’re focused on 
providing solutions that protect your assets while at the same time are practical for your 
business.  
We work with organizations of all sizes because we believe cybersecurity is important 
for everybody. We study your people, processes, and technology to understand how to 
best defend your organization. Our team of experts help clients identify risk and quantify 
potential impacts. With White Tuque, you have access to best practice security policies 
and controls that identify, prevent, and recover from incidents.

www.whitetuque.com info@whitetuque.com

Let’s Get Started:  
A customized package developed for small business.

Price 
(CDN)

Base Security 
Plan & Roadmap
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Cost of Breach 
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Phishing Test & 
Cyber Readiness 

Drill
Penetration 

Testing
Compliance Standard Mapping 
(SOC2, CyberSecure Canada)

WhiteTuque.online 
Preferred Pricing

Gold Quote Available as add-on.

Silver $8,900 Available as add-on.

Bronze $6,900 Available as add-on.

Starter $4,900 Available as add-on.

About Us 
White Tuque’s team are battle-tested, crisis-

proven experts in cyber defence. Our 
specialists have decades of combined 

experience in all aspects of cybersecurity - from 
risk mitigation and crisis prevention to efficient 

and effective incident response. 
  

Working with White Tuque gives you access to 
programs and guidance developed by the top 
talent in cybersecurity in North America. We 
know what works, we understand the threats 
that businesses face, and we have solutions 

that cater to almost any industry.

We gather a holistic and granular 
understanding of your organization’s 
environment and cybersecurity risk. Add-
ons are available to further our 
understanding of your specific needs.

Our recommendations are tailored to 
give you practical and cost-efficient 

solutions to protect your digital 
footprint.

We’ll prioritize activities, give high-level 
budget estimates and propose a timeline 
to improve your security posture 
systematically and efficiently.

Value-Add: We provide access to our 
expertise and templates that can 

immediately improve your 
organization’s preparedness.

Our Mission  
In our role as security advisors, White Tuque 
aims to protect as many SMEs as possible 

across Canada. White Tuque’s experts took 
this opportunity to design a customizable 
package that supports SMEs in protecting 

themselves against cyber threats. 

A Collaboration to Support 
Businesses 

White Tuque has worked with multiple 
organizations to find and arrange grants and 

lending programs that assist growing 
businesses become more secure. This 

helps you not only have funding to cover the 
cost of the plan, but also to help with the 

implementation.Want to learn more? 

Contact us now at 
info@whitetuque.com or at 

whitetuque.com/help to get in touch 
with one of our experts.






Chief Information Security Officer On-Demand 
(CISO.D) 
Empower your business with CISO.D, our On-Demand Chief 
Information Security Officer service. CISO.D delivers top-tier 
cybersecurity expertise tailored to your organization's needs. With 
CISO.D, you gain a strategic partner who provides comprehensive risk 
management, incident readiness, and compliance guidance (SOC2, 
ISO). 
Our experienced experts work seamlessly with your team, ensuring 
optimal protection for your digital assets while optimizing costs. 
Strengthen your cybersecurity posture with CISO.D and focus on your 
core business objectives with confidence.e. 

MDR: The Next Generation of Anti-Virus 
Boost your cybersecurity defences with Managed Detection & 
Response (MDR).  Our expert team leverages advanced threat 
intelligence and active monitoring to swiftly detect and neutralize 
cyber threats. With 24/7 protection, rapid incident response, and 
proactive threat hunting, your organization can stay ahead of 
attackers. 

WhiteTuque.online provides organizations with unparalleled access to 
expertise in cybersecurity, technology risk and operational resilience.

www.whitetuque.com info@whitetuque.com

WhiteTuque.online
Manage. Empower. Defend.

Find & Auto-Close Vulnerabilities 
Manage patches and shut all the doors to attacks through White 
Tuque’s Vulnerability & Configuration Management 
(VCM) experts and co-managed services. Our automated 
scanning and assessment tools identify weaknesses, while our 
experienced team provides you with risk-based, automated 
remediation. You can enhance your security posture, stay 
compliant, and gain peace of mind knowing your systems are 
protected from potential exploits. 

Cybersecurity Awareness & Training 
Improve your organization's cybersecurity resilience through our 
comprehensive Cybersecurity Awareness & Training 
programs.  Enable and empower employees to identify and respond 
to evolving threats effectively. With simulated phishing attacks, best 
practices workshops, cyber-readiness drills, and ongoing education, 
we equip your workforce with the knowledge and skills to safeguard 
sensitive data and foster a culture of cyber vigilance. Strengthen 
your human firewall today.

Subscription-based services to secure your business and 
reduce your technology risk. 

Find Out More: 

WhiteTuque.com/help


